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•  Choose the mini lessons that meet the immediate 
literacy needs of your students. Which skills do they 
find challenging? What do they need to review? Ask 
yourself these questions and gather evidence from 
student work to help you decide.

•  Choose a LitCentric instructional routine that best 
supports your students’ developmental needs. Read 
on to learn more!

•  Ask some of the text dependent questions one day, 
and the remaining questions the next day. Pick and 
choose the questions that match the writing task 
you selected. The questions are listed in the anchor 
lesson plan, on pocket chart cards, and on sticky 
notes that include page numbers when available.

•  There are more activities in a Digging Deeper lesson 
than you can complete in a week. No worries! 
Digging Deeper lessons are menu-style, so you can 
pick and choose what works best.

Thank you for your interest in Digging Deeper! The lessons are designed to provide meaningful content and 
skills to your students, and they are flexible enough to meet the varied needs of diverse classrooms. Here 
are a few things to keep in mind when you implement Digging Deeper lessons:

•  Digging Deeper lessons feature Common Core 
Anchor Standards for literacy, so they address 
multiple grades levels. Check the specific standards 
at your grade level for more detailed information.

•  Digging Deeper lessons will sometimes refer to a 
text’s page numbers. If the mentor text doesn’t 
have numbered pages, I number them myself by 
identifying page 1 as the first page on which the 
author’s text appears. Count on from there.

•  Lessons offer writing tasks in different genres that 
address the three text types featured in the 
Common Core Standards. Digging Deeper lessons 
include task cards that can be glued into writer’s 
notebooks for student reference. A separate 
handout for writing is also available.•  The length of Digging Deeper lessons varies 

depending on the components you choose. Set 
aside at least 45 minutes during your language arts 
block (see a suggested schedule on the next page).
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The following is a suggested week-long schedule for using Digging Deeper lessons with your students. Teachers 
should use their professional judgment and knowledge of their students’ needs to make wise decisions 
regarding which components of the Digging Deeper lessons to implement in their classrooms. Remember to 
include the LitCentric instructional routines you plan to use at strategic points during the lesson.

•  Share the target understandings of the anchor lesson
•  Read the mentor text
•  Ask text dependent questions

•  Review the target understandings and the mentor text
•  Ask the remaining text dependent questions
•  Create the anchor chart with students

•  Review the target understandings
•  Revisit the anchor chart
•  Introduce the writing task

•  Share the target understandings of the mini lesson
•  Teach the mini lesson
•  Continue working on the writing task

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Days 4-5

schedule 

Select Reading and 
Discussion Routines

Select Reading and 
Discussion Routines

Select Discussion 
and Writing Routines

Select Writing and 
Sharing Routines
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•  Anchor Chart: A visual representation of the 
thinking and learning that result from Digging 
Deeper lessons and support one or more of the 
target understandings.

•  Target Understandings: Goals or statements that 
express the knowledge and skills students are 
working toward in the lesson.

•  Anchor Lesson: The main literacy lesson that 
features the mentor text, text dependent questions, 
an anchor chart, and a writing task.

•  Mentor Text: An example of writing that is used to 
demonstrate particular strategies or skills, and 
serves as a model for students to study or imitate. 
Mentor texts can be published or unpublished 
works, including student examples.

Once in a while I may use a term that is unfamiliar to you. For this reason, I’ve included a list of terms and 
their definitions.

•  Text Dependent Questions: Questions that require 
students to return to the text, reread, use textual 
evidence to support claims, and serve to support 
text analysis. Also known as TDQs.

•  Writing Routine: A habituated instructional 
approach for writing used to support students at 
various levels of literacy development.

•  Mini Lesson: An additional literacy lesson that works 
in conjunction with the anchor lesson and targets 
specific skills or strategies. The duration of a mini 
lesson is 15 minutes or less.

•  Reading Routine: A habituated instructional 
approach for reading used to support students at 
various levels of literacy development.

•  Writing Task: A writing activity that corresponds 
with one of the text types featured in the Common 
Core Standards and is an extension of the thinking 
and learning represented in the anchor chart.
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Let’s Talk Instructional Routines

Young children thrive in a learning 
environment that makes expert use of 
developmentally appropriate procedures and 
routines. Knowing what is expected of them, 
and what they can expect from their day, helps 
build students’ confidence and willingness to 
take risks in their learning. Our young learners 
need to become fluent in the reading, 
discussion, writing, and sharing routines that 
support literacy development. They will rely on 
these learning structures throughout their 
years of schooling because these routines 
make it possible to access the rich content and 
concepts that are present in worthy texts.

To read and write well, students need to 
practice routines in four categories: reading, 
discussion, writing, and sharing.
 
Reading Routines

Reading routines are commonly found in 
balanced literacy classrooms and include

modeled, shared, guided, and independent 
reading. Teachers should choose a reading 
routine based on several factors such as 
student reading abilities, level of text 
complexity, and time available for instruction.
 
Modeled Reading – Students observe the 
teacher fluently reading text aloud. The text is 
often complex and is a higher level than what 
students can read on their own.
 
Shared Reading – The teacher and students 
read aloud text, or portions of text, in unison.  
Text can be at varying levels of complexity.
 
Guided Reading – Students work in a small 
group to read books at their instructional 
reading levels with the teacher offering 
strategy cues at points of difficulty.
 
Independent Reading – Students read books 
of varying text complexity on their own with a 
high level of accuracy and comprehension.
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Discussion Routines

In order to participate in productive 
conversations that help students process new 
information, students need to practice 
academic discussions in various configurations.  
Discussion routines need to be used many 
times per day across the curriculum and on a 
consistent basis. These routines won’t come 
naturally to all students, so demonstrating and 
role-playing, along with guided practice, are 
essential.

Good classroom management is 
necessary for effective discussion routines.  
Assigning groups and partners is always an 
option, and can be helpful when students are 
first learning a routine. But there are other, 
creative ways of organizing student groupings.  
For example, have each student draw a 
number and match up odds and evens. Give 
each student a colored cube and ask students 
to pair up with those of the same color. Match 
up students by style of shirt or shoes. Have 
students make “dates” with various partners 

for discussions throughout the day. There are 
so many ways to keep discussion routines fresh 
yet organized so that the conversations will be 
rich and meaningful.
 
Partner Talk – Students enter into a discussion 
with either an assigned peer or a student 
sitting nearby.
 
Pair Ups – Two sets of partners share their 
discussions once their partner talk is complete.
 
Small Group – Students work in groups of 3 to 
6 students, taking turns appropriately and 
ensuring every student participates.
 
Meet and Greet – Students locate a partner 
and share a brief conversation. The process is 
repeated several times with students finding 
new partners for each discussion. 
 
Whole Group – The teacher leads an all-class 
discussion with students using verbal and non-
verbal responses, such as thumbs up or down.
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Writing Routines

Our classrooms are full of diverse 
learners and meeting each child’s unique 
needs is a challenge. Writing routines allow 
teachers to reach students where they are 
along the path of writing development. 
Writing routines are listed in order from those 
that require the most teacher support to those 
that require the least.
 
Modeled Writing – Students observe the 
teacher composing a piece of writing. The 
teacher uses a ‘think aloud’ approach while 
demonstrating the writing process.   
 
Shared Writing – The teacher models writing 
while soliciting input and incorporating 
students’ ideas. The ‘think aloud’ process is 
shared through group discussion.
 
Interactive Writing – The teacher steers 
students through the thinking process and 
includes their input. Students are allowed to 
write selected portions of the text.
 
.

Guided Writing – The teacher guides a small 
group of students as they compose their own 
writing and offers support to address each 
student’s specific needs.
 
Group Writing – Students discuss, plan, and 
share the job of writing in a small group. The 
teacher provides support and helps solve 
problems as they arise.
 
Partner Writing – Students plan, provide input, 
and share the task of writing. The teacher 
offers support before and after writing is 
accomplished, and intervenes during writing 
when necessary.
 
Independent Writing – Students plan and 
compose their own pieces of writing. The 
teacher may offer support before and after 
writing is accomplished, allowing the students 
to work on their own as much as possible.
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Sharing Routines

As part of a writer’s workshop model of 
instruction, sharing routines play an important 
role in the writing process. They can also 
provide a gateway to more productive 
classroom conversations since they are similar 
to discussion routines.
 
Partner Sharing – Students take turns reading 
and discussing their writing with a peer.
 
Small Group Sharing – Students work in a 
group of 3 to 6 students and take turns 
reading and discussing their writing.
 
Whole Group Sharing – Students individually 
share their writing in front of the class. The 
teacher often helps facilitate the process.
 
Community Sharing – Students share their 
writing outside their classroom walls, often 
utilizing technology to reach a greater 
audience.

It’s important to plan these routines in 
advance of teaching, much like selecting a 
mentor text or crafting text dependent 
questions. By planning the reading, discussion, 
writing, and sharing routines ahead of time, 
teachers give their students multiple 
opportunities to practice a variety of routines 
in each lesson. Keeping a record of which 
routines have been used helps teachers keep 
lessons fresh and challenging. It’s wise to 
select a mixture of familiar and new routines so 
that students don’t feel overwhelmed.

Don’t forget to also plan the supports 
students may need in order to participate in 
these routines. Sentence frames, anchor 
charts, and key vocabulary lists are just some 
examples of the scaffolding techniques that 
support learning. We also must be aware of 
when supports need to be altered or removed 
to continue to provide the right level of 
scaffolding at different stages of development.

Try out a new routine every week and 
add them to your teaching repertoire. You’ll 
become a stronger teacher and your students 
will thank you!
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